How do we judge the direction of self-motion (i.e., heading) in the presence of independent object motion? Previous studies that examined this question confounded the effects of a moving object's speed and its position on heading judgments, and did not examine whether the visual system uses salient nonmotion visual cues (such as color contrast and binocular disparity) to segment a moving object from global optic flow prior to heading estimation. The current study addressed these issues with both behavioral testing and computational modeling. Our results show that the visual system does not treat independent object motion separately for the perception of heading during self-motion. This is surprising because we all can segment a moving object from global optic flow and perceive its scene-relative motion independent of self-motion. Our findings support the claim that the perception of self-motion with independent object motion and the perception of object motion during self-motion are performed by different neural mechanisms.
Introduction
When we move in the world, the projected image of the world in our eyes transforms and generates a global pattern of movement which is termed as optic flow (Gibson, 1950) . When we travel on a straight path, the pattern of optic flow is radial and originates from a fixed point, the focus of expansion (FOE), which indicates the direction of our self-motion (i.e., heading). It has been reported that humans can use the FOE in optic flow to accurately perceive heading within 18 to 28 (Van den Berg, 1992; Warren, Morris, & Kalish, 1988) .
We frequently move through an environment where other objects move as well, e.g., walking pedestrians or oncoming cars in the street. A moving object adds an extra local motion component to global optic flow generated during self-motion and disturbs its coherent pattern, potentially making heading perception more difficult. An effective way to perceive heading accurately in this case is to identify and segment the moving object from the global flow field and then base heading estimation on motion information in the background optic flow. Several studies have investigated whether the human visual system is capable of doing this and found that although observers could judge heading accurately when a moving object did not occlude the FOE in the background optic flow, small but significant biases in heading judgments arose when the object occluded or was in close proximity to the background FOE (Layton & Fajen, 2016a; Layton & Fajen, 2016b; Royden & Hildreth, 1996; Warren & Saunders, 1995) .
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This finding suggests that the visual system does not always segment a moving object from the global flow field prior to heading estimation.
The direction of the observed heading bias however differs in these studies. While some (Layton & Fajen, 2016a; Layton & Fajen, 2016b; Warren & Saunders, 1995) found a heading bias in the opposite direction to object lateral motion, others (Royden & Hildreth, 1996) reported a heading bias in the same direction as object lateral motion. The discrepancy in the reported direction of heading bias is attributed to differences in the presented object motion. Specifically, while an object moved laterally and simultaneously approached the observer in the former group of studies, it moved laterally but kept at a fixed distance from the observer in the latter study.
Computational models
A number of computational models attempted to explain the underlying neural computation for heading perception in the presence of independent object motion. Although capable of qualitatively reproducing some psychophysical data, most models lack biological basis (e.g., Hanada, 2005; Pauwels & Van Hulle, 2004; Raudies & Neumann, 2013; Saunders & Niehorster, 2010) . Below we discuss the heading models implemented in the neurophysiological framework and capable of replicating certain psychophysical data. Warren and Saunders (1995) proposed a templatematching model to simulate the bias in heading judgments induced by a moving object in their study. The model is composed of two layers of units, representing neurons in primate visual areas MT and MST. Each unit in the MST layer is a heading template corresponding to a specific optic flow pattern. Heading direction is computed by pooling overall velocity vectors in the flow field detected by the units in the MT layer and then finding a unit in the MST layer that best matches the input flow field (see also Perrone & Stone, 1994) . The Warren and Saunders model can successfully explain the observed heading bias in the opposite direction to the lateral motion of an approaching object (Layton & Fajen, 2016a; Layton & Fajen, 2016b; Warren & Saunders, 1995) but cannot explain the observed heading bias in the same direction as the lateral motion of a nonapproaching object (Royden & Hildreth, 1996) .
In order to explain different heading biases induced by different types of object motion, based on the property of the neurons in the primate visual area MT, Royden (2002) proposed a differential motion model that subtracts velocity vectors in adjacent neighborhoods throughout the flow field to obtain difference velocity vectors. The model then computes the heading direction by pooling all difference velocity vectors in the flow field. Although this model works well in explaining different heading biases induced by different types of object motion, neurophysiological research has cast doubt on whether differential motion neurons in MT feed to the dorsal part of MST (MSTd) where heading-sensitive neurons are located (Berezovskii & Born, 2000) , thus challenging the neurophysiological basis of this model. Layton, Mingolla, and Browning (2012) proposed another neurophysiologically plausible model. Specifically, their model shows that heading bias can be produced by competitive interactions between the flow template units representing neurons in the MSTd area. When an approaching object moves laterally to occlude the FOE in the background optic flow, the activities in the MSTd units merge and produce a peak activity (i.e., the heading estimate) in the opposite direction to the approaching object's lateral motion. In contrast, when a nonapproaching object moves laterally to occlude the FOE in the background optic flow, the activities in the MSTd units split into a bimodal distribution and produce a peak activity in the same direction as the nonapproaching object's lateral motion. This model thus also successfully reproduces different heading biases induced by different types of object motion reported by previous psychophysical studies, but only when the object moves to obscure the FOE in the background optic flow. Layton and Fajen (2016c) later added recurrent interactions to the model's MSTd units to simulate the temporal dynamics of heading perception in the presence of a moving object.
Current study
Although previous studies consistently found that a moving object composed of random dots biased heading estimation when it moved to obscure the FOE in the background optic flow, the object moved to obscure the background FOE only in a small part of a trial (Layton & Fajen, 2016a; Layton & Fajen, 2016b; Royden & Hildreth, 1996; Warren & Saunders, 1995) . The fact that neither an opaque blank object nor an object composed of static dots influenced heading perception even when it moved and completely occluded the background FOE (Royden & Hildreth, 1996; Warren & Saunders, 1995) suggests that heading biases may not result from the obscuring of the background FOE. This possibility, however, has not been examined in previous studies.
In the presence of a moving object, an efficient way for observers to perceive heading accurately is to identify and segment the moving object from the global flow field and then base heading estimation on the motion information in the background optic flow. Although previous psychophysical studies show that the visual system does not use relative motion or dynamic occlusion cues in the display to segment independent object motion prior to heading perception (Layton & Fajen, 2016a; Layton & Fajen, 2016b; Royden & Hildreth, 1996; Warren & Saunders, 1995) , it is possible that the visual system can still use salient nonmotion visual cues (such as color contrast and binocular disparity) to segment a moving object from the global flow field. This possibility, again, has not been examined.
In the current study, we aimed to address the above standing issues. First, we examined whether the occlusion of the FOE in the background optic flow is a prerequisite for a moving object to elicit biases in heading judgments (Experiment 1). Second, we examined whether the visual system uses salient nonmotion visual cues, such as color contrast (Experiment 2) or binocular disparity (Experiment 3) to segment a moving object from the global flow field prior to heading estimation. Given the experimental data, we then performed computational modeling to examine whether and how the observed heading biases can be explained by a visual system that interprets flow fields in terms of self-motion in a rigid world.
Experiment 1: Is the occlusion of the background FOE a prerequisite for a moving object to induce a heading bias?
This experiment addressed the first standing issue, i.e., whether it is necessary for a moving object to obscure the FOE in the background optic flow to bias heading perception. Previous studies that supported this claim used an object composed of random dots that moved at a constant speed across the background optic flow. The object's position relative to the background FOE thus changed continuously throughout a trial (Layton & Fajen, 2016a; Layton & Fajen, 2016b; Royden & Hildreth, 1996; Warren & Saunders, 1995) . It is possible that the observed heading bias arose not because the moving object occluded the background FOE but because the closer the velocity vectors in optic flow to the FOE, the smaller their magnitude. When the object moved to get closer to the background FOE, its motion could become more dominant compared with optic flow and thus bias the perceived location of the FOE (i.e., the perceived heading). If this is true, the same heading bias may arise when a moving object's speed is large enough compared with the background optic flow even when the object is away from the background FOE. In this experiment, we tested this hypothesis by using an opaque window that remained in a constant position on the screen throughout a trial within which different types of object motion were presented to separate the effects of a moving object's speed and its position relative to the background FOE on heading judgments.
Participants
Eleven students (10 naïve as to the purpose of the study and one author; six males and five females) between the age of 21 and 32 (average 26) at The University of Hong Kong participated in this experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and provided informed consent. The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee for NonClinical Faculties at The University of Hong Kong. We determined the sample size in each experiment based on the sample size used in previous research.
Visual stimuli and apparatus
The display (468 3 468) simulated an observer translating at 1 m/s through a 3D cloud (depth range 0.5-2 m) consisting of 50 randomly positioned nonexpanding white dots (diameter 0.58; luminance 122 cd/ m 2 ) in the presence of an opaque window (108 3 108) within which nine randomly positioned nonexpanding white dots were shown. The projected dot density on the image screen was 0.02 dots/deg 2 for the 3D cloud and 0.09 dots/deg 2 for the opaque window. The background color was black (see Figure 1) . The direction of the simulated observer translation (i.e., the FOE in the background optic flow) varied from À88 (left) to 88 (right) with respect to the middle of the screen (08). The center of the opaque window was at the horizontal midline of the screen with a constant position offset at 58 or 108 from the FOE in the background optic flow. At the 58 offset, the edge (invisible) of the opaque window occluded the background FOE, while at the 108 offset, the background FOE could be seen throughout the trial.
We tested four types of object motion conditions: (a) in the lateral motion condition, on each trial, the nine dots within the opaque window moved laterally (left or right) on the display screen at 4.68/s for the 58 position offset and at 9.28/s for the 108 offset to match the average background optic flow speed at the window's location (Figure 1a , Supplementary Movie S1); (b) in the motion-in-depth condition, the dots within the opaque window were put in the same depth range of the 3D cloud (0.5-2.0 m). They moved laterally as in Condition 1 but simultaneously approached the observer at 1 m/s (Figure 1b , Supplementary Movie S2). Together with the 1 m/s forward motion of the observer, the total approaching speed of the dots within the opaque window was 2 m/s in the display; (c) in the random motion condition, each dot within the opaque window moved in a random direction on the display screen with the speed matched to that in Condition 1 (Figure 1c , Supplementary Movie S3); and (d) in the no motion condition, all dots within the opaque window were removed; thus, the window contained zero motion signal (Figure 1d , Supplementary Movie S4). For all display conditions, on each trial, the opaque window remained in a constant position on the screen. The dots that moved outside of the viewing frustum of the 3D cloud or the opaque window disappeared but were repositioned back in a random position; thus, the number of visible dots in the 3D cloud and the opaque window and their depths remained constant throughout the trial.
The displays were partly programmed in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) using the Psychophysics Toolbox 3 and partly in Cþþ with OpenGL and were rendered using a Dell Studio XPS Desktop 435T/9000 with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560Ti graphics card running Windows 7. The displays (468 3 468) were rearprojected on a large screen at 60 Hz with an Epson EB-G5750WU projector (native resolution: 1,920 3 1,200 pixels). Participants viewed the display monocularly with their head stabilized by a chin rest at the viewing distance of 56.5 cm. Figure 1 . Schematic illustrations of the visual stimuli in Experiment 1: (a) Lateral motion condition in which the dots within the opaque window moved laterally to the right on the display screen, (b) motion-in-depth condition in which the dots moved laterally to the right while simultaneously moved toward the observer, (c) random motion condition in which each dot moved in random direction on the display screen, and (d) no motion condition in which no dot was shown inside the opaque window. The direction of the simulated observer translation (i.e., the FOE of the background flow field) is indicated by the white circle (absent in the experiment) in the center, and the position offset of the opaque window is at 58 to the right of the background FOE. The boundaries of the opaque window (absent in the experiment) are shown for illustration purpose only.
Procedure
On each trial, the first frame of the display appeared for 1 s and was followed by 1 s of motion. At the end of the displayed motion, a white horizontal line appeared at the center of an otherwise blank display, and participants were asked to use the mouse to move a vertical bar that appeared in a random position within 208 relative to the middle of the screen along the horizontal line to indicate their perceived heading direction. As in previous studies (Layton & Fajen, 2016a; Layton & Fajen, 2016b; Royden & Hildreth, 1996; Warren & Saunders, 1995) , participants were free to fixate where they wished during the trial. Because any eye movement would be accompanied by extraretinal oculomotor signals in this case, the eye movement should have little effect on heading perception (see Li & Warren, 2000) .
The experiment was composed of two blocks of randomly intermixed trials. One block contained two lateral motion conditions (left and right lateral motion, respectively) and the random motion and the no motion conditions with 240 trials (4 object motion conditions 3 4 position offsets 3 15 trials), and the other block contained two motion-in-depth conditions (with left and right lateral motion, respectively) with 120 trials (2 object motion conditions 3 4 position offsets 3 15 trials). The testing order of the two blocks was counterbalanced between participants. Participants received 20 practice trials with the display that contained only the background optic flow with no other object before the experiment commenced. No feedback was provided on any trial. The experiment took approximately 40 min to complete.
Results
The angle between participants' perceived heading and the FOE in the background optic flow, defined as heading error, was measured. Given participants' symmetrical heading performance in the left and right object lateral motion conditions, we collapsed the heading judgment data across these two conditions for both the lateral motion and the motion-in-depth conditions. The solid lines in Figure 2a plot the mean heading error averaged across 11 participants as a function of position offset for the lateral motion and the motion-in-depth object motion conditions in Experiment 1. Positive heading errors indicate a heading bias in the same direction as object lateral motion, and negative heading errors indicate a heading bias in the opposite direction to object lateral motion. A 2 (object motion condition) 3 4 (position offset) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that the two object motion conditions induced a bias in heading judgments in opposite directions, F(1, 10) ¼ 39, p ( 0.001, g 2 ¼ 0.8. While heading errors were in the same direction as object lateral motion for the lateral motion condition, Mean 6 SE: 0.998 6 0.218, t(10) ¼ 4.85, p ¼ 0.001, Cohen's d ¼ 1.46, heading errors were in the opposite direction to object lateral motion for the motion-in-depth condition, À0.878 6 0.158, t(10) ¼ À5.95, p ( 0.001, Cohen's d ¼ 1.8. Position offset had no effect on the induced heading bias, Figure 2b plot the mean heading error averaged across 11 participants for the random motion and the no-motion conditions in Experiment 1. Positive heading errors indicate a heading bias to the right of the background FOE, and negative heading errors indicate a heading bias to the left of the background FOE. Two separate one-way repeatedmeasures ANOVAs revealed that while the perceived heading was biased toward the offset position for the random-motion condition in which the dots inside the opaque window moved in random directions,
43, no such effect was found for the no-motion condition in which no motion signals were shown within the opaque window,
Discussion
The results of this experiment are consistent with previous findings in showing that an approaching laterally moving object composed of random dots biases heading perception in the opposite direction to its lateral motion (Layton & Fajen, 2016a; Layton & Fajen, 2016b; Warren & Saunders, 1995) and a nonapproaching laterally moving object biases heading perception in the same direction as its lateral motion (Royden & Hildreth, 1996) . The magnitude of the observed heading bias (about 18) is also comparable to previous findings. It is not surprising that heading perception is not affected by the presence of an opaque blank object even when it occludes the background FOE (Royden & Hildreth, 1996; Warren & Saunders, 1995) . Interestingly, when an object composed of random dots provided random motion signals, the perceived heading is biased toward its location. This has not been reported before.
An important finding of this experiment is that a moving object does not have to occlude or be in close proximity to the FOE in the background optic flow to induce biases in heading judgments. This conflicts with the findings of previous studies (Layton & Fajen, 2016a; Layton & Fajen, 2016b; Royden & Hildreth, 1996; Warren & Saunders, 1995) . One explanation is that previous studies entangled the effects of a moving object's speed and its position relative to the background FOE on heading perception by keeping its lateral motion speed constant as it moved to occlude the background FOE. We thus do not know whether the observed heading bias was induced by the occlusion of the background FOE (object position effect) or the dominant object motion speed compared with the background optic flow speed as the object moved close to the background FOE (object motion effect). In this experiment, when we kept an opaque window in a fixed position away from the background FOE (such as in the 108 offset position) and matched the speed of lateral object motion displayed within the window to that of the background optic flow at its location, the same amount of heading bias arose as when we kept the window in a position to occlude the background FOE (such as in the 58 offset position) and lowered the speed of object lateral motion displayed within the window to match the flow speed near the FOE. We hence separated the effects of object position and object motion on heading perception and found that the obscuring of the FOE in the background optic flow is not a prerequisite for a moving object to bias heading perception.
Effect of object lateral motion speed
To further confirm the above findings, we ran a control experiment with five participants (four males and one female, average age 24) in which the object lateral motion speed was set to 78/s for both the 58 and 108 position offsets (the lateral motion speed was 4.68/s for the 58 position offset and 9.28/s for the 108 position offset in Experiment 1). We found that compared with the results of Experiment 1, the magnitude of the induced heading bias, averaged across the lateral motion and the motion-in-depth conditions, was significantly smaller at the 108 position offset, 0.238 6 0.288 versus 0.788 6 0.118 in Experiment 1, t(17) ¼ À2.33, p ¼ 0.035, Cohen's d ¼ 1.16; but did not change much at the 58 offset, 1.058 6 0.198 versus 1.078 6 0.198 in Experiment 1, t(17) ¼ À0.07, p ¼ 0.95, Cohen's d ¼ 0.04, possibly due to a ceiling effect at this position offset (see Figure 2a) . These results provide further support to our conclusion that it is the speed of a moving object rather than the occlusion of the FOE in the background optic flow that determines the magnitude of the induced heading bias. A moving object away from the background FOE can induce a heading bias when its lateral motion speed is comparable to the background optic flow speed at its location.
Note that in Experiment 1, the two motion-in-depth conditions were run in a separate block from the two lateral motion conditions. To make sure that the different directions of heading biases observed in the motion-in-depth and lateral motion conditions are not due to the fact that they were run in separate blocks, we intermixed the trials from all object motion conditions and ran them in a random order in the following two experiments.
Experiment 2: Does color contrast aid the segmentation of a moving object?
This experiment addressed the second standing issue, i.e., whether the visual system uses salient nonmotion visual cues to segment a moving object from the global flow field prior to heading estimation. The segmentation idea has been favored by many computational heading models that first estimate self-motion parameters (e.g., heading/translation and rotation) from the global flow field and then detect the inconsistent flow area supposed to contain a moving object. Once the moving object is detected, it is segmented from the global flow field and accurate heading estimation is carried out by pooling the motion signals in the remaining flow field (e.g., Adiv, 1985; Pauwels & Van Hulle, 2004; Raudies & Neumann, 2013) .
Psychophysical studies so far have shown that neither relative motion nor dynamic occlusion cues provided by a moving object and the background optic flow enables the visual system to segment the moving object from the global flow field to support accurate heading estimation (Layton & Fajen, 2016a, b; Royden & Hildreth, 1996; Warren & Saunders, 1995) . However, other more salient nonmotion visual cues that may facilitate segmentation have not been examined in this context; e.g., a host of studies have shown that objects with different colors pop out from the background scene and capture one's attention automatically (Frey, Honey, & König, 2008; Turatto & Galfano, 2000) , and can thus be easily detected and segmented from complex scenes (e.g., Nothdurft, 1993; Saarela & Landy, 2012) . In this experiment, we thus examined whether adding color contrast between a moving object and the background optic flow enables the visual system to segment the moving object from the global flow field to support accurate heading perception.
Participants
Eleven students (10 naïve as to the purpose of the study and one author; five males and six females) between the ages of 19 and 32 (average 23) at The University of Hong Kong participated in this experiment. Three of these participants also participated in Experiment 1. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and provided informed consent. The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee for Non-Clinical Faculties at The University of Hong Kong.
Visual stimuli and procedure
The display was identical to that in Experiment 1 except that the color of the dots within the opaque window was changed to yellow to make them stand out from the 3D cloud composed of white dots. The luminance of the yellow dots within the opaque window and the white dots in the 3D cloud was equated (122 cd/m 2 ). Because no heading bias was observed in the nomotion condition in Experiment 1, Experiment 2 did not test this condition but tested the lateral motion, the motion-in-depth, and the random motion conditions. Accordingly, Experiment 2 had one block of 300 randomly intermixed trials (5 object motion conditions: left & right lateral motion, left & right motionin-depth, and random motion) 3 4 position offsets 3 15 trials) and took approximately 30 min to complete. The rest of the testing procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. Figure 3a plots the mean heading error averaged across 11 participants as a function of position offset for the lateral motion and the motion-in-depth object motion conditions in Experiment 2. Similar to Experiment 1, a two (object motion condition) 3 4 (position offset) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that the two object motion conditions induced heading biases in opposite directions, F(1, 10) ¼ 19.5, p ¼ 0.001, g 2 ¼ 0.66, and position offset had no effect on the induced heading bias, F(3, 30) ¼ 0.16, p ¼ 0.9, g 2 ¼ 0.02. Figure 3b plots the mean heading error averaged across 11 participants for the random motion condition in Experiment 2. Similar to Experiment 1, a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that the perceived heading is biased toward the offset position for this condition, F(3, 30) ¼ 5.17, p ¼ 0.005, g 2 ¼ 0.34.
Results

Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 reinforced the findings of Experiment 1in that a moving object away from the FOE in the background optic flow could induce the same amount of heading bias as a moving object in close proximity to the background FOE, and the direction of heading bias depended on whether the moving object approached the observer or not. Furthermore, the results from Experiments 1 and 2 both showed a heading bias toward the object offset position when the object contained random motion signals.
Effect of the color contrast segmentation cue
To examine whether adding color contrast between a moving object and the background optic flow affected heading judgments in Experiment 2, we compared the magnitude of the observed heading biases between Experiments 1 and 2 by conducting a 2 (Experiment) 3 4 (position offset) mixed-design ANOVA on heading errors in each of the three object motion conditions. The direction and magnitude of heading biases were both comparable between the two experiments for all three object motion conditions, F (1, 20) Experiment 3: Does binocular disparity aid the segmentation of a moving object?
Previous psychophysical studies have shown that adding binocular disparity information in the display helps the visual system discount motion noise in the flow field (such as rotational components caused by eye and head movements) and thus improve the accuracy of heading perception (e.g., Lappe, 1996; Van den Berg & Brenner, 1994) . It has also been shown that binocular disparity information alone facilitates the segmentation of local motion signals from a global motion scene (e.g., Britten, 1999; Poom & Börjesson, 2005) . This experiment thus examined whether adding binocular disparity information in the display facilitates the segmentation of a moving objet from the global flow field to enable accurate heading perception.
Participants
Fourteen students (all naïve as to the purpose of the study; five males and nine females) between the ages of 19 and 27 (average 22) at New York University Shanghai participated in this experiment. None had participated in Experiments 1 and 2. All had normal or corrected-to -normal vision and provided informed consent. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at New York University Shanghai.
Visual stimuli and apparatus
This experiment had two viewing conditions. In the stereo viewing condition, a stereo display was presented on a LCD monitor with a smaller screen size than that of the rear-projected screen used in Experiments 1 and 2. Accordingly, the display size and the related experimental parameters were scaled down. Specifical-ly, the stereo display (33.28 3 33.28, focal distance and viewing distance 56.5 cm) simulated an observer translating at 0.8 m/s through a 3D cloud (depth range 0.4-1 m) consisting of 50 randomly positioned nonexpanding white dots (diameter: 0.158) in the presence of an opaque window (78 3 78) within which nine randomly positioned nonexpanding white dots were shown. The direction of the simulated observer translation (i.e., the FOE in the background optic flow) varied from À58 (left) to 58 (right) with respect to the middle of the screen (08). The center of the opaque window was at the horizontal midline of the screen with a constant position offset of 3.58 or 78 from the FOE in the background optic flow.
As in Experiment 2, we tested three object motion conditions in Experiment 3: (a) in the lateral motion condition, on each trial, the nine dots within the opaque window were put on a plane at the distance of 2.1 m. They moved laterally (left or right) at 3.28/s for the 3.58 position offset and at 6.48/s for the 78 position offset to match the average background optic flow speed at the window's location; (b) in the motion-in-depth condition, the dots within the opaque window were put in the depth range of (1.8-2.4 m). They moved laterally as in Condition 1 but simultaneously approached the observer at 0.8 m/s. Together with the 0.8 m/s forward motion of the observer, the total approaching speed of the dots within the opaque window was 1.6 m/s in the display; and (3) in the random motion condition, each dot within the opaque window moved in a random direction on a plane at the distance of 2.1 m with the speed matched to that in Condition 1. Note that for all the three display conditions, the dots within the opaque window were placed at a distance far away from the 3D cloud (depth range 0.4-1 m), thus using the binocular disparity cue in the stereo display could nicely segment the moving object from the background optic flow with the 3D cloud.
As a control condition, we also ran a nonstereo display condition in which the display was rendered in nonstereo mode (i.e., the same cyclopean view was presented to both eyes through the shutter glasses) to remove the binocular disparity cue in the display.
The display was programmed in MATLAB using the Psychophysics Toolbox 3 and was rendered using a Dell Studio XPS Desktop 435T/9000 with a Leadtek Quadro K2000 GDDR5 graphics card running Windows 7. The display (33.28 3 33.28) was presented on an ASUS VG278H 27-in. LCD monitor (resolution: 1,920 3 1,080 pixels) at 120 Hz (60 Hz per eye). Participants viewed the display binocularly through a pair of nVidia shutter glasses with their head stabilized by a chinrest.
Procedure
The testing procedure was identical to that of Experiment 2 except that on each trial, the first frame of the display appeared for 1.5 s to allow participants to have sufficient time to fuse the two views of the stereo display. In addition, this experiment contained two blocks of randomly intermixed trials for the two viewing conditions. The testing order of the two blocks was counterbalanced between participants. As in Experiment 2, each block consisted of 300 trials: 5 object motion conditions (left & right lateral motion, left & right motion-in-depth, and random motion) 3 4 position offsets 3 15 trials. The experiment took approximately 1 hr to complete.
Results and discussion
The solid lines in Figure 4a plot the mean heading error averaged across 14 participants as a function of position offset for the lateral motion and the motionin-depth object motion conditions with stereo displays. Again, a 2 (object motion condition) 3 4 (position offset) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that the two object motion conditions induced heading biases in opposite directions, F(1, 13) ¼ 34.30, p ( 0.001, g 2 ¼ 0.73, and position offset had no effect on the induced heading bias, F(3, 39) ¼ 0.85, p ¼ 0.476, g 2 ¼ 0.06. The solid line of Figure 4b plots the mean heading error averaged across 14 participants for the random motion condition with stereo displays. Consistent with the data for this condition in Experiments 1 and 2, there appeared a trend that the perceived heading was biased toward the offset position. A one-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA, however, did not reveal a significant position offset effect on heading judgments, F(3, 39) ¼ 1.44, p ¼ 0.25, g 2 ¼ 0.10. Consistent with the results from Experiments 1 and 2, the results from Experiment 3 with stereo displays also showed that while heading errors were in the same direction as object lateral motion for the lateral motion condition, Mean 6 SE: 0.848 6 0.138, t(13) ¼ 6.52, p ( 0.001, Cohen's d ¼ 1.81, heading errors were in the opposite direction to object lateral motion for the motion-in-depth condition, À0.518 6 0.138, t(13) ¼ À3.93, p ¼ 0.002, Cohen's d ¼ 1.09. This suggests that the visual system does not use binocular disparity information to segment a moving object from the global flow field to support accurate heading estimation.
The data from the nonstereo display condition provide further evidence for the above claim. The dashed lines in Figure 4 plot the mean heading error averaged across 14 participants for the three object motion conditions with nonstereo displays. No significant difference in heading errors was found between stereo and nonstereo displays for the lateral motion and random motion conditions, F(1, 13) ¼ 0.96, p ¼ 0.35, g 2 ¼ 0.07 and F(1, 13) ¼ 3.56, p ¼ 0.086, g 2 ¼ 0.22, respectively. A significant difference in heading errors was found between stereo and nonstereo displays for the motion-in-depth condition, F(1, 13) ¼ 8.34, p ¼ 0.013, g 2 ¼ 0.39. Nevertheless, Newman-Keuls tests revealed that this main effect was due to a larger heading error found with stereo than nonstereo displays at only one (3.58) out of four tested position offsets (p ¼ 0.049; Figure 4a ).
Together the results of this experiment support the conclusion that binocular disparity information is not used by the visual system to segment a moving object from the global flow field to enable accurate heading perception.
Computational modeling
The findings of Experiments 1 through 3 put three major constraints on computational models attempting to simulate the neural computation underlying heading perception in the presence of independent object motion: (a) a viable model needs to be able to explain the finding that a moving object away from the FOE in the background optic flow can still induce a similar amount of bias in heading judgments as a moving object in close proximity to the background FOE; (b) a viable model needs to consider the finding that a moving object can bias heading judgments despite salient visual cues (such as relative motion, dynamic occlusion, color contrast, and binocular disparity) that make it stand out from the global flow field, and (c) a viable model needs to be able to simulate the change in the direction of heading bias caused by approaching versus nonapproaching object motion as observed in Experiments 1 through 3 and previous studies (e.g., Royden & Hildreth, 1996) . In addition to these three major constraints, a viable model should be neurophysiologically plausible.
The above constraints challenge many existing models for heading perception in the presence of a moving object; e.g., the first constraint challenges the models that emphasize the close proximity of a moving object to the background FOE to induce heading biases (Layton et al., 2012; Layton & Fajen, 2016c; Royden, 2002; Warren & Saunders, 1995) ; the second constraint challenges the models that use visual cues to segment a moving object from the global flow field prior to heading estimation (e.g., Adiv, 1985; Pauwels & Van Hulle, 2004; Raudies & Neumann, 2013) ; and the third constraint challenges the models that cannot explain the change in the direction of heading bias caused by approaching versus nonapproaching object motion (e.g., Warren & Saunders, 1995) .
Due to the similarity between the pattern of data in our experiments and the reported biases in heading judgments of optic flow illusions (Duffy & Wurtz, 1993 ) that a long-standing neurophysiologically plau-sible heading model, the population heading map model, has successfully accounted for (Lappe & Rauschecker, 1995a) , we presented our visual stimuli to this model. The purpose of this model simulation was to examine whether and how the observed heading biases in our experiments can be explained by a visual system that interprets flow fields in terms of self-motion in a rigid world. The model uses a least-squares optimization approach that pools velocity signals over the entire optic flow field for heading estimation without segmenting any moving object. The leastsquares approach was first proposed by Bruss and Horn (1983) and further developed by Jepson (1990, 1992 ) with a parallelizable algorithm for optimization. Lappe and Rauschecker (1993) developed the population heading map model with an implementation of this algorithm in the neurophysiological framework.
Model structure
The population heading map model formulates a detailed specification of the physiological properties and connectivity of the neurons in the primate visual areas MT and MST along the visual motion pathway, and proposes a population heading map in area MST consistent with current neurophysiological findings (e.g., Bremmer, Kubischik, Pekel, Hoffmann, & Lappe, 2010; Gu, Fetsch, Adeyemo, DeAngelis, & Angelaki, 2010) . Specifically, this model consists of two layers. Layer 1 contains units resembling the neurons in area MT that selectively respond to speed and direction of velocity vectors in the flow field. Subpopulations of these units with identical receptive field locations but different motion preferences are combined into hyper-columns. The distribution of activity in each hyper-column is used to encode a local motion signal at a retinal location. Layer 2 contains units resembling the neurons in area MST that form a population heading map in which subpopulations of units encode the likelihood of a particular heading direction matching the input flow field. This is realized through the weights of the synaptic connections between the two layers.
The input to a Layer 2 unit is a weighted sum of the outputs of a random subset of hyper-columns in Layer 1 that encode speed and direction of optic flow at a set of retinal locations. The weights are predefined by implementing the least-squares optimization algorithm (Heeger & Jepson, 1990; Heeger & Jepson, 1992) such that the total input to each Layer 2 unit is proportional to the deviation of the input flow field from its preferred flow field. The weights are then chosen such that the match of the input to the preferred flow field of each Layer 2 unit becomes independent of additional rotation and the precise structure of the environment (see the mathematical details in Lappe & Rauschecker, 1993; Lappe & Rauschecker, 1995b) . The best-matching heading is then chosen as the most active subpopulation in the heading map.
Note that this model assumes that any input flow field results from observer translation and rotation through a rigid environment. The model parameters in the simulation were taken from previous research and the properties of the visual stimuli used in the current study, as detailed below. There were no free parameters fit to the data.
Simulation procedure
Because the visual stimuli used in our experiments were mirror-symmetric with respect to the middle of the screen and participants were asked to report their perceived heading along a horizontal line at the center of the screen, the population heading map in Layer 2 contained 30 subpopulations equally spaced between À11.58 (left) and 11.58 (right) along the horizontal meridian. Each subpopulation consisted of 20 MST units with each receiving inputs from 30 randomly selected hyper-columns consisted of MT units in Layer 1. The number of hyper-columns in Layer 1 was matched to the geometry and density of the dots in the 3D cloud and the object in the visual stimuli in Experiments 1 and 2. The subpopulation in the heading map that had the highest activity determined the final heading estimate.
The model estimates headings with three types of assumptions about the observer's eye movement: (a) fixation on an object in the scene during locomotion, (b) fronto-parallel eye rotation, and (c) unrestricted 3D eye movement. Because participants in our experiments were allowed to freely move their eyes throughout a trial, we did not constrain the model to one of the three eye movement assumptions. Instead, for each experimental condition, we performed 100 simulation runs with each of the three eye movement scenarios and then averaged the simulation results across 300 runs.
Results
As in the experiments, given the symmetrical performance in the left and right object lateral motion conditions, we collapsed the simulated heading errors across these two conditions. Figure 5a plots the mean simulated heading error averaged across 600 simulation runs as a function of position offset for the lateral motion and the motion-in-depth conditions along with the human data from Experiment 1. Consistent with the human data, the simulated heading bias was in the same direction as object lateral motion for the lateral motion condition but was in the opposite direction to object lateral motion for the motion-in-depth condition. The mean of the simulated heading error was within 18 of the mean of the human heading error (1.688 vs. 0.998 for the lateral motion condition and À1.28 vs. À0.878 for the motion-in-depth condition). Figure 5b plots the mean simulated heading error averaged across 300 simulation runs for the random motion condition along with the human data from Experiment 1. Consistent with the human data, the stimulated heading bias was toward the offset position, and the mean of the simulated heading error was well within the range of the observed human heading error.
Discussion
The model simulation results show that the population heading map model provides a coherent explanation for the observed heading biases in the current study by treating a moving object as part of the flow field and pooling the information over the entire flow field for an optimal (in a least-squares sense) estimation of heading while allowing for possible occurrence of (eye) rotation. For a moving object with pure lateral motion, an optimal analysis of the entire flow field shows that the most consistent interpretation of the object motion is a small amount of rotation, which the model compensates for by adjusting the estimated heading in the same direction as object lateral motion. This is similar to the optic flow illusions for which the lateral motion overlaps the entire radial flow field (Duffy & Wurtz, 1993; Lappe & Rauschecker, 1995a) . In contrast, when a moving object undergoes lateral motion while simultaneously approaching the observer, the most consistent interpretation of the object motion is no rotation but translation with an offset angle, which the model compensates for by adjusting the estimated heading in the opposite direction to object lateral motion. Finally, for an object that provides random motion signals, when the model combines the random motion vectors in the object with the background optic flow for an optimal estimation of heading, it prompts a heading estimate that is displaced towards the object location.
General discussion
The experiments in this paper examined how a moving object affects heading perception and whether the visual system segments object motion from the global flow field when salient nonmotion visual cues are available. By varying dot motion within an opaque window that remained in a constant position on the display screen, we disentangled the effects of object position and object motion on heading judgments that were confounded in previous studies (Layton & Fajen, 2016a; Layton & Fajen, 2016b; Royden & Hildreth, 1996; Warren & Saunders, 1995) . We found that a moving object, regardless of its position relative to the background FOE, induced a small but consistent heading bias, and that the heading bias is in the same direction as object lateral motion when an object undergoes pure lateral motion and is in the opposite direction to object lateral motion when an object undergoes lateral motion while simultaneously approaching the observer. When an object contains random motion signals, the heading bias is toward the object location.
One might think that the proper way for the visual system to deal with a moving object is to detect and segment it from the global flow field. Heading could then be accurately recovered from the remaining consistent flow vectors (e.g., Adiv, 1985; Pauwels & Van Hulle, 2004; Raudies & Neumann, 2013) . However, the findings of our experiments show that the visual system does not segment and remove a moving object from the global flow field to support accurate heading perception. On the contrary, the visual system produces a bias in heading estimation that is well explained by pooling information from the entire flow field and computing the best matching heading without any segmentation. Even when additional salient visual nonmotion cues such as color contrast (Experiment 2) and binocular disparity (Experiment 3) are provided to help segmentation, heading biases remain unchanged.
Using the entire flow field without any segmentation provides an efficient operating mode for the visual system to estimate heading in the presence of a moving object. This is because segmentation is a computationally complicated and time-consuming process while heading can be estimated with brief display durations as short as 40 ms (Bremmer, Churan, & Lappe, 2018) . In natural situations, the optic flow field is typically large and contains much redundant information. A moving object typically covers only a small portion of the flow field. Simply pooling all motion information over the entire flow field provides not only a fast but also a reasonably reliable estimate of heading. In fact, the heading biases observed in our experiments ( 28) as well as in previous studies are small and within the tolerable range of accuracy (28-48) for safe control of self-motion (Cutting, Springer, Braren, & Johnson, 1992 ).
Computational models for heading perception in the presence of independent object motion Previous computational models have focused on the proximity of a moving object to the FOE in the background optic flow and introduced weighting schemes to accommodate the relevant data from psychophysical studies (Layton et al., 2012; Layton & Fajen, 2016c; Royden, 2002; Warren & Saunders, 1995) . The findings of our experiments show that close proximity to the background FOE is not a prerequisite for a moving object to induce a bias in heading judgments and thus challenge the structure of these models. Our finding that an object containing random motion signals biases heading estimation toward its location might also cause problems for these models. While the ability of these models to simulate the heading bias observed in the random motion condition has not been investigated, the population heading map model provides a simple and coherent explanation for the heading biases observed in the current study as well as for many other psychophysical (e.g., Lappe, 1996; Lappe & Rauschecker, 1995a) and neurophysiological data on heading estimation (e.g., Lappe, Bremmer, Pekel, Thiele, & Hoffmann, 1996) . The model stimulation results confirm that the visual system gives no special treatment to a moving object for heading perception but rather pools motion signals from the entire flow field and computes the best matching heading without any segmentation.
Because the population heading map model essentially computes an optimal set of self-motion parameters (i.e., heading/translation and rotation) for a given flow field, it is conceivable that other heading models that compute a full set of self-motion parameters without prior segmentation can also predict the observed heading biases. In fact, one such model, the Bayesian integration model by Saunders and Niehorster (2010) , can reproduce the observed heading biases in the lateral motion and the motion-in-depth conditions. However, unlike the population heading map model, this model is not formulated in neurophysiological terms. Similarly, the differential motion detectors in the model by Royden (2002) are also inconsistent with the reported neurophysiological properties of the primate visual areas MT and MSTd (Berezovskii & Born, 2000) .
The models by Layton and his colleagues (2012, 2016c) do not compute self-motion parameters but produce heading biases by shifting peak activities in the heading map when an object moves and occludes the FOE in the background optic flow. It remains unclear whether this model can produce similar peak shifts when a moving object does not occlude the background FOE as shown in our experiments. Furthermore, unlike the population heading map model, this model is designed to explain heading biases introduced by a moving object. It contains only expansion templates and thus cannot explain other more general aspects of heading perception such as optic flow illusions (Duffy & Wurtz, 1993) or the ability to estimate heading in the presence of eye rotations (e.g., Li & Warren, 2000; Warren & Hannon, 1988) .
Neural mechanisms for the perception of heading and the perception of scene-relative object motion during self-motion
While the results of the current study clearly show that in the presence of a moving object, heading is perceived from the raw, unsegmented global flow field, this does not mean that object motion cannot be segmented from the flow field. In fact, object motion is clearly visible and distinguishable in our visual stimuli, and much research has shown that the visual system can identify an independently moving object in the flow field (e.g., Niehorster & Li, 2017; Rushton & Warren, 2005; Warren & Rushton, 2009 ). Yet, this capability is apparently not used in heading estimation.
We conclude, consistent with other observations (Rushton, Niehorster, Warren, & Li, 2018; Warren, Rushton, & Foulkes, 2012; Yu, Hou, Spillmann, & Gu, 2018) , that the perception of self-motion with independent object motion and the perception of object motion during self-motion are performed by different neural mechanisms. Self-motion (specifically heading) estimation has been linked extensively to the primate visual area MSTd (e.g., Britten & van Wezel, 1998; Duffy & Wurtz, 1995; Lappe et al., 1996) . Recent neurophysiological studies found that object motion can bias the responses of neurons in area MSTd (Logan & Duffy, 2005) , and that microstimulation in area MT, the major input to area MST, also produces heading biases similar to those induced by object motion (Yu et al., 2017) . These observations support the view that MSTd contains a population heading map that pools motion signals across the visual field for heading estimation without any segmentation of independent object motion. In contrast, a subset of MT neurons with differential motion properties could provide the segmentation of object motion from the global flow field (Layton & Fajen, 2016d; Royden, Sannicandro, & Webber, 2015) , which is then further elaborated either in MSTl (Eifuku & Wurtz, 1999) or in a subset of MSTd neurons that respond to local motion in addition to heading stimuli (Krekelberg, Paolini, Bremmer, Lappe, & Hoffmann, 2001) . Accordingly, these neurons can serve the perception of scene-relative object-motion during self-motion. Further neurophysiological research is needed to pin down the exact sites and pathways involved in this process.
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